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The		Summit	Lighthouse®	
	

A			White			Paper			on			the			Disease			of	Cancer 
 

DISCLA IMER:	
	

This		White 		Paper		on 		the 		Disease 		of		Cancer		is		for		informational		purposes.		The 		ascended	
masters		do		not		recommend		avoidance		of		established		medical		procedures,		medication	
and		proper		medical		care		under		a		physician		when		needed.		Nor		do		they		recommend		the	
application		of		any		healing		technique		without		the		advice		and		supervision		of		a		licensed	

health-care		practitioner.	
	

The		masters		encourage		the		prevention		of		illness		through		natural		methods,	
including		a		disciplined		diet,		exercise,		fresh		air,		a		positive		spiritual		and		mental		attitude,	
and		wise		care		in		every		area		of		living.		However,		this		is		not		a		substitute		for		proper	

medical		care		when		necessary.	

 
	
	

The		subject		of		cancer		is		one		which		the		messenger		Elizabeth		Clare		Prophet		took		very	
seriously.		She		explained		that		"not		attending		to		this		health		situation		could		cost		you		your	
ascension		for		no		other		reason		than		you		ran		out		of		time		too		soon."1	
	

The		masters		and		messenger		have		spoken		about		cancer		and		its		origins		at		multiple		levels,	
including		the		spiritual		level.		The		concepts		of		karma		and		karmic		causes		of		diseases,	
environmental		factors,		ignoring		the		laws		of		diet		and		nutrition,		unresolved		psychological		issues	
and		other		factors		such		as		viruses		and		microscopic		organisms		have		all		been		addressed		by		the	
masters		and		the		messenger.	
	

Regular			Screening			and			Early			Detection	
The		messenger		recommended		regular		screening		and		examinations		for		early		detection		of	

cancer,		especially		breast		and		cervical		cancer.		She		said:		"When		you		have		to		have		surgery		and	
especially		when		you		have		a		situation		of		breast		cancer—you		can		survive		breast		cancer		if		you	
catch 		it		early		enough.		You 		can 		live 		a 		long 		and 		fruitful		life.		And 		people 		who 		have 		not		done 		so 	
have		suffered		greatly.		My		concern		is		that		someone		who		doesn't		catch		breast		cancer		in		time	
therefore		shortens		her		life		and		therefore		may		miss		her		ascension		because		of		a		failure		to		get	
annual		Pap		smears		and		breast		checkups."2	
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The 		messenger		explained:		"There 		is		a 		place 		for		medical		science 		and 		there 		is		a 		time 		to 	
act,		and		we		have		to		act		swiftly....		Please		be		diligent		about		this		and		understand		that		some		things	
need		medical		science		and		they		need		it		right		now."3	
	
The			Place			for			Established			Medical			Procedures	
	

The		masters		encourage		the		prevention		of		illness		through		natural		methods,		including		a	
disciplined		diet,		exercise,		fresh		air,		a		positive		spiritual		and		mental		attitude,		and		wise		health		care	
in		every		area		of		living.		However,		this		is		not		a		substitute		for		medication		and		the		proper		medical	
care		under		a		physician		when		needed.4	
	
	

The		ascended		masters		do		not		recommend		the		avoidance		of		established		medical	
procedures.		Nor		do		they		recommend		the		application		of		any		healing		technique		without		the	
advice		and		supervision		of		a		licensed		health		care		practitioner.5	
	

Our		messenger		urged		us		not		to		ignore		medical		science		and		medical		treatment		in		favor		of	
solely		using		natural		healing:		"With		all		of		the		different		types		of		equipment		and		progressive	
remedies		and		so		forth		that		people		are		using—and		sometimes		using		when		it		would		be		preferred	
that		people		had		medical		attention		because		they		have		such		a		serious		crisis		in		their		bodies		that	
there		isn't		time		to		solve		the		problem 		with		natural		healing—please		be		balanced.		And		remember	
that		it		is		a		karma-making		situation		to		dictate		to		someone		how 		they		should		heal		a		particular	
situation.	
	

"I		have		seen		El		Morya		time		and		time		again		save		the		lives		of		members		of		this		community,	
some		of		them 		who		are		living		in		other		nations,		by		telling		them,		'Yes,		go		ahead		and		have		the	
surgery,		have		the		cancer		removed,		have		the		breast		removed—because		time		is		too		short.		This	
cannot		be		dealt		with		by		only		natural		methods.'		The		progression		of		the		disease		is		so		bad		that		it		is	
better		to		cut		off		the		right		arm 		than		to		let		the		whole		body		die.		When		there		is		cancer		in		the	
uterus		or		somewhere		else		in		the		body		or		terminal		illnesses		for		which,		at		least		in		the		United	
States,		we		have		not		seen		consistent		effective		[alternative]		cures,		it		is		better		to		give		up		that		part	
of		the		body		than		to		lose		the		lifestream 		entirely.	
	

"So		be		careful		when		you		speak.		Be		careful		when		you		make		promises.		Be		careful		when	
you		cross		the		line		of		wanting		so		much		to		heal		that		you		are		not		truly		centered		in		the		will		of		God,	
of		what		God's		will		is		for		the		situation.		Mark		Prophet		said		many,		many		times		that		medical	
science—which		is		increasing		in		its		expertise		in		many		areas,		although		it		has		also		much		to		learn—	
is		the 		mercy		of		the 		Lords		of		Karma.		Many,		many,		many		people's		lives		are 		saved,		as		we 		know,	
because		medical		science		was		the		chosen		course.	
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"So		we		need		to		be		wise,		pray		profoundly		and		seek		the		advice		of		professionals		in		the	

matter		of		healing....		When		we		have		the		teachings		of		science,		when		we		have		the		violet		flame,		we	
have		already		been		given		the		way.		When		we		have		a		macrobiotic		diet		and		we		follow 		it,		we		can	
help		prevent		terminal		diseases		from 		beginning		in		our		forties,		in		our		fifties		and		in		the		decades	
which		follow.		So		God		has		given		us		a		way		of		balancing		karma		rather		than		the		way		of		the		miracle.	
Yet		miracles		are		in		order		when		they		are		the		will		of		God."6	
	

Saint		Germain		also		advises		us		not		to		refuse		all		medication		and		all		medical		assistance.		He	
explains		that		he		has		inspired		the		remedies		and		techniques		of		modern		science		that		can		heal		us:	
	

"Are		you		not		interested		in		seeing		what		you		can		prove,		what		alchemy		of		healing		you		can	
bring		about,		not		neglecting		what		the		Lords		of		Karma		and		I		have		given,		together		with		Jesus,		the	
Blessed		Mother		and		Archangel		Raphael,		to		practitioners		of		the		healing		arts		and		even		to		those		in	
the		medical		profession		(whom 		many		of		you		shun		to		your		detriment		and		to		your		loss)?	
	

"Beloved,		I		am 		grateful		that		you		do		not		count		yourselves		among		the		fanatics		in		certain	
religious		groups		who		in		time		of		great		need		refuse		all		medication		and		all		medical		assistance.	
They		pray		for		healing		but		receive		it		not,		for		they		have		not		been		willing		to		bend		the		knee,		to	
accept		the		blessings		of		science		that		we		have		ordained		and		inspired		upon		many		devout		and	
qualified		physicians.	
	

"Alas,		they		do		not		know 		that		their		prayers		have		already		been		answered.		For		we		have	
inspired		the		remedies		and		techniques		of		modern		science		whereby		millions		have		been		spared	
death		or		incapacitation.		They		must		learn		that		science		is		also		of		God		and		that		there		are		many	
medicines		and		treatments		that		can		heal		them,		which		they		should		avail		themselves		of.		To		shun	
the		gifts		of		science		and		prefer		the		death		of		loved		ones		who		could		be		saved		is		a		serious		matter.	
And		it		is		karma-making."7	
	

Physical			Disease			in			the			Physical			Body			Must			Be			Treated			Physically	
The		messenger		gave		extensive		teaching		on		the		subject		of		cancer		and		other		serious	

illnesses		in		an		address		to		members		of		the		Order		of		the		Good		Samaritan		in		1991:	
	

"Cancer		is 		a 		very 		deceptive 		beast.		It		is 		an 		entity.		It		is 		a 		consciousness.		It		comes 		out		of		the 	
bowels		of		hell—created		by		the		fallen		ones.		And		when		people		begin		to		have		cancer		in		the		body,	
what		immediately		comes		over		them 		is		denial....		I've		seen		this		denial		in		hundreds		of		cases		of	
cancer,		and		I'm 		seeing		it		right		now 		in		Keepers		of		the		Flame		who		are		bound		and		determined		that	
for		all		the		medical		evidence,		they		are		going		to		find		an		alternative		cure		and		they		are		going		to		be	
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healed.		The		point		I		would		like		to		make		to		you		is		that		physical		disease		in		the		physical		body		must	
be		treated		physically.		The		violet		flame		clears		records		and		karma.		It		may		be		instrumental		in	
healing		disease,		but		it		may		not.	
	

"Keepers		of		the		Flame		must		not		be		unrealistic		about		pursuing		medical		assistance		when	
you		have		a		life-threatening		situation,		when		you're		told		you		have		only		so		much		time		to		live.		If	
you		have		surgery,		radical		surgery,		have		this		and		that		removed,		your		life		may		be		spared.		If		you	
don't,		you		will		die.		Now 		some		people		will		play		with		that.		And		right		at		the		moment		when		their	
life		is		hanging		in		the		balance		and		medical		science		is		telling		them 		this,		they		will		go		off		and		pursue	
alternative		cures,		and		wherever		you		find		practitioners		of		alternative		cures,		you		always		find		that	
some		people		have		been		healed....	
	

"Cancer		is		not		something		to		play		around		with....		If		you		can		try		alternative		therapies	
where		you		are		not		in		a		life-threatening		situation,		that's		one		thing.		But		it's		a		very		serious	
decision		to		turn		away		from 		surgery		and		try		cures		that		may		or		may		not		work		for		you		(even		if		they	
have		worked		for		others),		when		you		know 		if		you		don't		have		surgery		you		could		die."		8	
	

Be			Careful			Not			to			Influence			People's			Decisions			about			Their			Health	
"I		want		all		Good		Samaritans		to		recognize		that		they		should		not		be		influencing		people's	

decisions,		not		urging		people		that,		oh,		yes,		they		can		be		cured		by		this		or		cured		by		that		therapy.	
I've 		seen 		that		in 		this		community.		I've 		seen 		a 		woman 		who 		was		told 		that		she 		could 		be 		healed 		by		a 	
certain		therapy		and		she		went		on		that		therapy.		And		then		she		wrote		to		me		because		people		were	
very		concerned		and		they		were		telling		her		that		she		absolutely		needed		surgery.		She		said,		'I		will	
only 		have 		surgery 		if		El		Morya 		tells 		me 		I		have 		to 		have 		it.'		I		went		to 		the 		altar		and 		El		Morya 		said 	
she 		absolutely 		has 		to 		have 		that		surgery 		and 		she 		has 		to 		have 		it		right		away.		So 		she 		had 		the 	
surgery		and		I		saw 		her		afterwards		and		she		told		me		that		was		the		second		or		third		time		in		her		life	
that		El		Morya		had		saved		her		life.		But		again,		she		was		under		the		delusion		of		the		cancer		entity....		If	
you		are		going		to		be		around		people		burdened		with		illness,		you		must		know 		that		the		whole	
approach		to		cancer		is		fraught		with		danger."9	
	

The		messenger		spoke		of		a		situation		of		a		person		who		had		cancer		who		was		under		the	
treatment		of		a		chiropractor.		She		said:		"The		chiropractor		knew 		that		she		had		very		serious		pain	
and		bleeding		from 		the		uterus		and		did		not		refer		her		to		a		medical		doctor.		He		treated		her		for		five	
months		homeopathically.		At		the		time		she		went		of		her		own		accord		to		a		medical		doctor.		They	
didn't		think		she		was		operable		and		gave		her		two		years		to		live.		This		person		is		in		her		early		forties.	
This		shows		the		cancer		entity		overtaking		the		mind		of		the		chiropractor		as		well		as		the		patient		with	
denial.	
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"Now 		this		person,		unless		she		has		some		alternative		therapy		she		can		use		that		will		be	

effective		after		chemotherapy,		is		considered		a		terminal		case.		And		that		chiropractor		could		have	
been		the		instrument		in		saving		her		life		if		that		chiropractor		would		have		been		willing		to		admit		that	
there		are		areas		of		care		that		should		only		be		under		a		medical		doctor		and		specialists.	
Chiropractors		have		no		business		treating		cancer		or		allowing		a		condition		that		obviously		needs	
attention		and		diagnosis		to		go		on		and		on		when		that		condition		was		not		responding		to		what		she	
was		doing.		The		very		first		day		that		person		walked		in		with		this		pain		and		bleeding		she		should		have	
consulted		a		medical		doctor.	
	

"There 		are 		ethics		in 		the 		care 		of		people,		and 		the 		less		you 		know,		as		laymen,		the 		more 	
likely		you're		going		to		make		mistakes.		Always		bring		competent		professionals		into		the		picture	
who		can		give		from 		their		expertise		and		experience		an		understanding		as		to		what		is		this		condition.	
	
And		don't		let		a		little		knowledge		become		a		dangerous		thing,		where		you		can		now 		go		out		and		cure	
this,		that,		and		the		next		thing.		You		are		there		to		help		in		life-threatening		emergencies.		You		are	
there		to		connect		people		with		the		right		professionals....	
	

"Proceed		always		with		caution		and		with		care.		Be		aware		of		what		you		know,		but		always		be	
aware		of		what		you		don't		know.		That		is		how 		I		deal		with		people		who		write		to		me		with		illness.		I'm 	
very		much		aware		that		I		am 		not		qualified		as		a		doctor		or		chiropractor.		I		may		offer		prayer,		I		may	
offer		counsel		in		consultation		with		the		doctors,		and		I		may		go		to		the		altar,		but		at		the		altar		I		may	
or		may		not		get		an		answer.		In		the		final		analysis,		the		individual		must		make		up		his		own		mind	
concerning		what		he		will		do		with		the		information		that		is		given		to		him.		And		if		I		am 		moved		by		the	
Holy		Spirit		to 		urge 		him 		in 		one 		direction 		or		another,		I		will		do 		so."10 	
	
Call			for			That			Which			Is			Hidden			to			Be			Revealed 	
	

The		messenger		continued		with		an		explanation		of		her		spiritual		strategy		in		dealing		with	
serious		disease:		"You		just		have		to		recognize		that		disease		in		the		human		body		is		deceptive		and	
therefore		you		have		to		work		on		the		Libra		line		of		the		clock		and		do		Cyclopeas*		so		that		everything	
regarding		an		individual		and		an		individual's		condition		can		be		brought		to		light.	
	

"Whenever		I		make		an		invocation,...		I		make		the		call		for		Archangel		Raphael		and		Mother	
Mary		to		lock		their		presence		over		the		doctor		and		myself.		I		call		for		the		presence		of		the		Holy		Spirit,	
Jesus,		and		other		masters—Dr.		Morya,		Dr.		Lanello.		The		final		call		I		make		always		is		'Let		that		which	
is		hidden		be		revealed,'		because		we		never		know 		what		are		the		causes		of		conditions		that		we		find	
on		the		surface		of		our		being.		They		might		be		psychological,		but		they		might		also		be		serious	
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[physical		causes].		And		that		call		will		always		bring		up		exactly		what		the		doctor		needs		to		know 		and	
what		he 		needs		to 		get		at. 
 
The	virtue	of	God-reality	is	charted	on	the	Libra	line,	the	9:00	line,	of	the	cosmic	clock.	"Cyclopeas"	refers	to	decree	50.05,	
"Beloved	Cyclopea,	Beholder	of	Perfection."	
	

"The		second		thing		you		have		to		remember		is		that		most		people		don't		tell		doctors		what		is	
the		matter		with		them.		They		come		in		for		an		exam,		but		they		don't		say,		'Well,		I		have		this		problem,	
I		have		this		situation.'		They		don't		monitor		themselves		or		their		diet		or		what's		happening		in		their	
bodies.		You		have		to		remember		when		you		go		to		a		doctor		or		when		you're		caring		for		someone	
that		you		need		to		elicit		from 		them 		what		they		know 		about		their		own		body		and		how 		their		body		is	
functioning.		You 		have 		to 		have 		some 		data 		as		a 		lead 		as		to 		where 		you're 		being 		taken.	
	

"Please		ponder		these		things		and		read		books		that		you		find		in		health		food		stores		on	
alternative		healing		and		so		forth.		Be		current		on		what		is		available,		but		please		don't		play		God.	
Please		don't		play		doctor.		Just		be		a		ministering		angel		with		a		lot		of		knowledge		that		can		be		helpful	
for		people		to		make		their		own		decisions....	
	

"Just		remember		that		influence		is		very		subtle—a		certain		word,		a		tone		of		voice,		a		look		on	
your		face 		and 		a 		person 		who 		is		in 		a 		dilemma 		and 		not		able 		to 		think		for		themselves		may		lean 		in 	
your		direction.		And		if		you		give		people		the		wrong		advice,		then		you		are		fully		karmically	
accountable		for		the		consequences,		especially		when		you're		not		a		health		professional."11	
	
Spiritual			Aspects			to			Cancer	

The		masters		have		pointed		to		a		number		of		clues		as		to		the		deeper		spiritual		origins		of	
cancer.		The 		messenger		has		said:		"We 		live 		in 		a 		nation 		whose 		collective 		consciousness		is		sick.		We 	
live		on		a		planet		whose		consciousness		is		sick.		We		find		that		the		seriousness		of		the		mental		and	
emotional		problems		is		far		greater		than		the		physical		outcropping		of		these		problems		which	
manifest		as		heart		disease,		and		especially		cancer—the		cancer		that		eats		away		the		body		of		the	
Mother.		The		cancer		is		the		perversion		of		the		Mother		flame		in		the		sign		of		Cancer,		the		grasping,	
greedy		substance		of		consciousness.		It's		the		hatred		we		find		typical		of		the		disease,		the		malaise		of	
the 		age."12 	
	

Nonresolution 		and		lack		of		forgiveness		can		also		play		a		part.		The		messenger		instructed		us	
to		forgive		regularly		in		order		to		be		free		of		cancer		and		other		diseases.		"Every		year		on		your	
birthday		and		every		month		on		the		date		of		your		birth,		take		a		moment		to		send		the		flame		of	
forgiveness		through		your		being		and		into		those		[unresolved]		situations		of		the		past		and		present	
so		they		will		not		outplay,		so		that		you		will		be		healthy,		wealthy,		and		wise,		so		your		body		will		be		free	
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of		cancer		and 		ulcers		and 		all		kinds		of		diseases		that		come 		from 		holding 		on 		to 		things."13 	
	

Archangel		Gabriel		has		explained		that		cancer		and		other		diseases		are		an		outcropping		of	
disease		in		the		collective		unconscious		of		the		planetary		body:		"Therefore		without		the		light		in		flow	
...			 you		can		see		that		degeneration,		decay,		disease,		and		death		(separately		within		these		three	
lower		vehicles*)		set		in.		And		when		they		set		in,		they		gather		momentum.		And		you		have		observed	
the		last		stages		of		individuals		who		then		outpicture		in		the		physical		body		those		cancers		that		also	
are 		a 		part		of		the 		plagues		coming 		in 		these 		end 		times. 
 
*mental,	emotional	and	physical	
	

"Mankind's		lower		bodies		interact.		Someone		may		be		outpicturing		a		cancer		that		began		in	
the 		disease 		of		someone 		else's		mental		body		or		astral		body....		There 		is		contagion.		And 		it		is		a 	
deadly		contagion.		And		if		you		knew 		it,		you		would		understand		why		God		has		said		again		and		again	
through		us:		Come		apart!		Be		a		separate		people!...	
	

"Therefore,		care		for		the		little		children.		Guard		the		holy		innocents.		Realize		that		there		is		a	
contamination		of		rebellion		that		comes		from 		the		Satanic		courts.		There		is		a		contamination		of	

profanity		of		the		light		itself.		There		is		a		contamination		of		pride		as		seeds		of		pride		permeate		the	
earth.		There		is		the		contamination		of		violence		which		is		observable		even		to		the		most		concrete	

minds		who		are		determined		to		do		something		about		that		which		appears		in		the		media		through	
television,		through		the		motion-picture		industry,		affecting		the		minds		of		youth."14	
	

El		Morya 		has		explained:		"Selfishness		is		the 		root		cause 		of		the 		cancer		of		the 		body.		And 	
then		that		cancer		does		increase		by		wrong		diet,		wrong		food,		toxins,		et		cetera.		The		diseases		of		the	
world 		are 		all		based 		on 		karma.		That		is 		a 		fact."15 	
	
The			Consciousness			behind			Cancer	
	

The		messenger		has		explained		that		our		approach		to		cancer		needs		to		deal		with		the	
physical		body		and		also		mental,		emotional		and		spiritual		causes:		"When		you		are		dealing		with		a	
condition		of		the		body		[cancer],		you		have		to		look		at		the		biochemistry		of		your		diet		and		relate		it		to	
[the		condition.]		You		have		to		look		at		long-standing		weaknesses,		vulnerabilities,		hereditary	
defects.		But		you		also		have		to		look		at		the		astral		plane		and		the		force.		It's		one		more		means		of	
attacking		our		people		and		our		lightbearers."16	
	

"There		is		a		very		vigorous		false		hierarchy		that		accompanies		cancer		of		every		kind.		It		has	
demons.		It		has		entities.		They		move		in		on		people		who		are		vulnerable.		And		they		always		give	
people		the		idea		that		they		can		cure		their		cancer		by		some		alternative		means		or		that		they		can	
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wait.		And		people		become		convinced,		almost		as		soon		as		this		substance		is		in		the		body,		that		they	
can		heal		themselves		by		anything		but		what		has		to		be		done."17	
	

The		messenger		has		recommended		that		our		spiritual		work		on		these		false		hierarchies		and	
entities		is		an		essential		part		of		healing:		"You		cannot		stand		by		and		watch		people		with		illness	
without		getting		out		a		sword		and		really		going		after		those		forces		of		disease		that		are		attacking	
them 		or		yourself."18 		We		can		make		calls		for		"the		judgment		of		the		malignancy		of		cancer		as		a	
consciousness,		embodied		as		a		darkness		out		of		Death		and		Hell		that		besets		our		people."19	
	
Cancer			and			Karma	
	

From 		these 		teachings		we 		can 		see 		that		cancer		has		its		origins		in 		karma.		However,		cancer		is	
not		always		the		result		of		individual		karma.		The		messengers		have		also		spoken		of		those		who		have	
voluntarily		taken		cancer		or		some		other		disease		into		their		body		as		a		means		to		expiate		world	
	
karma.		One		of		these		was		Florence		Miller,		the		ascended		lady		master		Kristine,		who		passed		at		the	
age		of		forty-three		as		a		result		of		a		brain		tumor.		The		Bodhisattvas		"take		into		their		bodies		the	
sicknesses,		the		karmas		of		the		people		of		the		entire		earth."20	
	

In		The		Lost		Teachings		of	Jesus,		chapter		3,		the		messengers		explain:		"The		generation		of	
hatred		in		human		thought		and		feeling		is		that		which		produces		what		we		have		called		cancer,		one		of	
the		last		plagues		that		so		many		people,		tragically,		are		passing		on		with		these		days.	
	

"For		some		it		is		old		karma		falling		due;		for		others,		it		is		their		soul's		sacrifice		on		the		altar		of	
the		world		community:		they		have		made		a		vow 		to		God		to		take		unto		themselves—even		into		their	
very		flesh		and		blood,		their		brain		cells		and		the		marrow 		of		their		bones—the		karma		of		world	
hatred,		bearing		the		sins		of		the		world		as		Christ		did,		both		in		order		to		stay		the		hand		of		descending	
world		karma		and		to		obtain		for		themselves,		as		it		is		written		in		Hebrews,		'a		better		resurrection.'	
	

"But		remember		this:		Every		day		seemingly		ordinary		people,		self-sacrificing		people		who	
have		given		of		themselves		all		their		lives		expecting		no		reward,		pass		from 		the		screen		of		life-	
victims		of		the		cancer		of		world		selfishness		outplayed		in		their		physical		bodies		(perhaps		from 	
cancer-causing		chemicals		in		the		environment,		selfishness'		pollution		syndrome		of		corporations	
who		take		care		of		profits,		not		people).	
	

"Lovers		of		life		are		these,		often		in		the		very		midst		of		selfless		service		to		family		and	
community;		yet		deep		within		their		souls,		they		have		seen		the		greater		need		of		atonement		for	
world		sin		and		they		have		given		themselves		willingly.		Others,		also		saints		in		this		lifetime,		have	
chosen		at		inner		levels		to		pay		the		last		farthing		of		an		ancient		karma		of		a		forgotten		past		by		thus	
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transmuting		the		woes		of		planetary		karma.	
	

"Oh,		the		seeming		injustice		of		it		all!		We		who		stand		by		helplessly		before		the		physical		or	
psychological		metamorphosis		of		souls		whose		temples		have		become		the		microcosmic	
battleground		for		the		war		waged		between		cells		of		light		and		darkness		simply		cannot		comprehend	
(until		we		understand		the		Great		Law)		the		sacrifice		of		the		one		who		lays		down		his		life		for		his	
friends		nor		the		outworking		of		personal		and		planetary		karma		relentless		on		the		world		scene....	
	

"Above 		all,		let		us		learn 		that		while 		one 		part		of		life 		suffers		in 		pain,		or		is		in 		a 		state 		of		sinful	
selfishness,		none		of		us		can		be		free		from 		the		burden		of		either.		In		this		sense,		the		planetary	
evolution		is		one—partaking		of		and		contributing		to		the		same		pea-soup		rate		of		vibration.	
Therefore,		we		must		watch		and		pray		for		world		transmutation		of		world		karma		(by		the		Holy	
Spirit's		violet		flame)		as		well		as		transmutation		of		records		of		our		own		past		misdeeds,		which		do	
come		full		circle		for		redemption		in		order		that		we		may		fulfill		every		jot		and		tittle		of		the		law 		of		our	
personal		Christhood—both		here		and		hereafter."21	
	
	
The			Macrobiotic			Diet			and			Cancer	
	

The		messenger		has		spoken		on		a		number		of		occasions		about		the		macrobiotic		diet		as		an	
adjunct		to		the		treatment		of		cancer.		"We		don't		know 		why		some		people		respond		and		some	
people		don't		to		alternative		treatments.		Perhaps,		according		to		the		macrobiotic		tradition,		some	
of		these		cures		involve		yin		therapies		and		maybe		you		have		a		yin		cancer		and		it		doesn't		cure		it;	
maybe		you		have		a		yang		cancer		and		it		does.		I		don't		understand		the		macrobiotic		philosophy		on	
cancer,		but		I		do		know 		that		there		were		a		couple		of		macrobiotic		clinics		for		healing		cancer		where	
the		people		that		ran		them 		died		of		cancer		and		the		clinics		closed		down.	
	

"Macrobiotics		today		says		that		the		macrobiotic		diet		will		reduce		your		susceptibility		to	
cancer.		It		may		slow 		down		the		rate		of		growth		of		the		cancer,		but		you		cannot		rely		on		the	
macrobiotic		diet		alone,		even		if		it's		a		diet		for		a		cancer		patient,		to		heal		that		patient.		In		the		case		of	
someone		who's		had		surgery,		a		breast		removed,		ovarian		cancer,		uterine		cancer,		and		so		forth,		if	
you 		can 		get		it		before 		it		has		spread 		to 		the 		lymphatic		system 		or		elsewhere 		and 		then 		you 		go 		on 		a 	
diet		for		cancer		patients		after		the		surgery,		you		may		live		a		long		life.		The		cancer		may		never		recur	
again		because		you		are		no		longer		eating		foods		that		are		causative		in		cancer."22	
	

The		messenger		reminded		her		students		who		had		the		disease		of		cancer		that		healing		is	
often		greatly		assisted		through		proper		diet		which		balances		the		yin		and		yang		energies		in		the	
body.		She		recommended		the		book		The		Macrobiotic		Way:		The		Complete		Macrobiotic		Diet		and	
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Exercise		Book,		by		Michio		Kushi.		She		said,		"Begin		experimenting		with		the		macrobiotic		diet		as		you	
are		able,		along		with		proper		rest,		exercise		and		productive		daily		work		to		see		if		this		helps		restore	
balance		to		your		physical		faculties."23	
	

We		also		know		that		through		the		years		the		understanding		of		the		macrobiotic		diet		within	
our		community		has		evolved		as		the		result		of		experience		and		as		new 		and		better		information		on	
the		diet		has		become		available.		Mother		stressed		that		the		optimum 		diet		for		each		person		depends	
on		their		constitution,		their		environment,		and		the		conditions		in		their		body—and		that		the	
principles		of		the		macrobiotic		diet		must		be		adapted		to		meet		each		one's		individual		needs		and	
requirements.	
	

Spiritual			Techniques			for			Healing	
The		messenger		reminded		us:		"Prayer		is		always		a		necessary		ingredient		for		healing.		Prayer	

means		that		we		acknowledge		we		need		God		involved		in		our		healing,		and		so		we		are		communing	
with		him.		It's		not		only		prayer		but		the		science		of		the		spoken		Word		in		giving		dynamic		decrees.	
That's		where		we		speak		with		a		loud		voice		when		we		give		our		decrees		with		that		authority		of		our	
Christhood 		instead		of		just		going		along		by		rote.		You		can't		be		rote;		you		have		to		take		every		word	
	
	
of		the		decree,		ponder		it,		speak		with		a		loud		voice—and		the		devils		tremble.		They		don't		like		you	
speaking		your		decrees		with		a		loud		voice."24	
	

The		body		responds		best		to		specific,		directed		prayer.		Central		to		healing		is		the		body's	
immune		system,		which		must		distinguish		between		diseased		and		healthy		cells		or		between		foreign	
cells		and		its		own		cells.		Therefore,		we		can		pray		for		the		correction		of		the		malfunctioning		immune	
system.		We		can		also		pray		for		the		arresting		and		reversing		of		the		disease		itself,		the		correction		of	
the		damage		done		by		the		disease,		and		the		replacing		of		unhealthy		cells		with		healthy		ones.		Ask		for	
the		removal		of		the		cause,		effect,		record		and		memory		of		the		disease		and		the		dissolving		of		its	
cause 		and 		core,		including 		any		origin 		in 		this		or		past		lives.		We 		do 		not		have 		to 		know 		exactly		why	
we		have		an		illness;		whether		we		know 		this		or		not,		we		can		learn		the		lessons		of		that		illness		and	
pray		for		our		perfect		healing		as		God		wills.	
	

There 		is 		a 		divine 		plan 		for		each 		of		us 		and 		it		is 		held 		in 		the 		mind 		and 		heart		of		the 		Higher	
Self		(the		Holy		Christ		Self)		under		the		direction		of		the		master		physician.		Pray		that		your		Higher		Self	
release		into		outer		form 		and		manifestation		the		divine		plan		for		your		perfect		health		and		healing		at	
all		levels 		of		being.		You 		are 		the 		captain 		of		your		ship 		and 		you 		can 		give 		the 		orders 		as 		long 		as 		those 	
orders		are		according		to		God's		holy		will.		Therefore		you		can		speak		to		your		body		and		you		can	
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speak		to 		the 		disease 		in 		the 		body.		Your		body		is		alive.		It		has		intelligence.		And 		it		is		waiting 		for		your	
command.		Jesus		used		the		power		of		the		command		of		the		son		of		God		whenever		he		healed.25	
	

1.		Healing		through		the		Transfiguration	
	

The		messenger		has		given		a		sermon		on		the		use		of		the		transfiguration		flame		for		healing,		in	
which		she		explained		that		our		bodies		are		continually		changing—cells		are		dying,		cells		are		being	
reborn		daily.		We		are		daily		dying		with		Paul		and		daily		being		reborn		(I		Cor.		15:31).		Therefore,		if		we	
want		to		change,		we		can		do		so.		But		we		must		determine		that		our		energies		do		not		simply		fall		into	
old		habit		patterns		and		outpicture		in		the		same		old		way.		If		we		want		to		change,		we		must		renew 	
ourselves		daily.		This		is		the		meaning		of		the		decree		for		transfiguration:		"I		AM 		changing		all		my	
garments,		/		Old		ones		for		the		bright		new 		day..."(from 		decree		1.30).	
	

The		messenger		explained:		"Very		often		you		must		command		the		cells		to		obey		the		inner	
matrix		of		your		Christ		Self		because		these		are		self-renewing		cells		and		they		are		newborn		life.		They	
must		be		commanded		to		obey		the		matrix		of		your		Christhood		rather		than		the		matrix		of		disease,	
which		in		turn		must		be		broken....	
	

"So 		you 		speak 		now 		to 		that		disease 		and 		you 		say 		to 		it:		'You 		have 		no 		power!		Your		day 		is 	
done!		In		God's		name,		I		AM,		be		thou		dissolved		and		transmuted		into		light,		illumination,		and		love	
forever!		The		only		power		that		can		act		is		God's		law!'	
	

"The		Word		of		God		is		healing		you		now,		but		you		must		say		it;		you		must		give		the		command.	
You 		must		speak		it		into 		every		cell		of		your		being.		You 		must		reverse 		the 		course 		of		death 		and 		hell	
encroaching		upon		you.		It		has		no		power!		You		must		fight		the		good		fight		and		win.		You		must		not		let	
down		your		guard."26	
	

2.		Healing 		and 		the		Violet		Flame 	
	

The		violet		flame		is		an		important		adjunct		to		healing.		It		has		the		ability		to		go		to		deep		levels	
of		one's		being—the		body,		the		heart,		the		mind,		the		soul,		and		the		spirit.		The		violet		flame		has		the	
ability		to		enable		us		to		forgive		and		forget.		When		Jesus		healed,		he		often		used		the		words,		"Thy	
sins		be		forgiven		thee."		Therefore		a		vital		part		of		healing		is		to		forgive		yourself		and		others.		Ask	
also		for		the		removal		of		all		self-dislike,		self-hatred		or		loathing,		and		all		subconscious		momentums	
of		guilt		and		shame.		The		body		is		an		obedient		servant—if		we		send		it		love,		it		responds		to		love.		If	
we		tell		the		body		it		is		unlovable,		it		will		outpicture		that		message		in		some		way.	
	

3.		Healing 		and 		the 		Resurrection 		Flame 	
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You		can		maintain		a		vigil		of		daily		prayer		and		meditation		until		God's		will		is		fulfilled		in		you.	
Healing		takes		time;		it		is		an		ongoing		process		of		God-mastery.		It		is		a		scientific		action		that		you		take	
with		God		and		it		is		not		a		one-time		event.		Healing		often		takes		place		from 		the		inside		to		the	
outside—from 		the		etheric,		mental,		and		emotional		bodies		to		the		physical.		During		the		Easter	
season,		the		resurrection		flame		of		beloved		Jesus		passes		through		the		earth		body		and		all		her	
evolutions		with		the		renewing		power		of		rejuvenation		and		resurrection.		Easter		and		the		days	
leading		up		to		Easter		are		an		ideal		time		to		pray		for		healing		[although		the		resurrection		flame		can	
be		invoked		at		any		time.]	
	
Specific			Spiritual			Tools			to			Overcome			Cancer	

The		masters		and		the		messengers		have		spoken		of		many		spiritual		tools		available		to		assist	
us		in		overcoming		cancer.		Here		are		some		that		are		specifically		helpful		for		this		disease		when		used	
as		adjuncts		to		medical		and		complementary		treatments		to		address		the		condition		on		the		physical	
plane.	
	

1.		The 		Rainbow 		Rays 		of		the 		Fiery 		Salamanders 		and 		the 		X -Rays 		of		God 	
	

In		an		unpublished		dictation		in		1987,		Lanello		spoke		of		the		healing		powers		of		the		rainbow 	
rays		of		the		fiery		salamanders		in		dissolving		cancer		and		also		of		chemotherapy		and		radiation		being	
helpful		in		the		treatment		of		cancer:	
	

"Blessed		ones,		the		seraphim 		themselves		have		a		tremendous		ability		to		deliver		you		as		do	
the		fiery		salamanders		in		the		command		of		Oromasis		and		Diana.		You		must		remember		to		always	
command		elementals		in		the		name		of		their		hierarchs,		for		they		are		not		ascended		and		therefore	
not		necessarily		fully		disciplined		or		alert		or		wise		as		you		give		them 		commands.	
	

"Thus,		when		you		say		to		them,		'In		the		name		of		Oromasis		and		Diana,		I		command		you,		fiery	
salamanders,		let		your		rainbow 		rays		come		now 		into		my		liver		and		dissolve		this		cancer,'		they		shall	
do		so		under		the		tutelage		of		Oromasis		and		Diana		and		according		to		the		direction		of		your		Holy	
Christ		Self		and		the		Cosmic		Christ.		They		then		may		release		undulating		waves		of		rainbow 		rays		that	
are 		far		more 		efficacious		in 		getting 		to 		the 		cause 		and 		core 		of		that		cancer		that		is		caused 		by		live 	
records		than		mere		chemotherapy		or		radiation		treatment,		which,		as		crude		as		they		are,		seem 		to	
be 		effective 		and 		the 		only 		answer		for		some,		and 		I		say 		some 		cases 		of		cancer.*	
	

"Beloved		hearts,		rainbow 		rays		of		God		in		undulating		currents		are		a		great		key		that		I		am 		able	
to		release		to		you		this		night		from 		my		heart		with		the		permission		of		the		Lords		of		Karma....		Now 	
you		therefore		may		call		for		all		those		who		are		of		the		light		and		friends		of		light,		relatives		who		may	
have		a		condition		of		cancer,		by		going		to		the		heart		of		God,		summoning		Oromasis		and		Diana		to	
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direct		trained,		expert,		fiery		salamanders,		those		who		serve		with		the		healing		masters,		for		the	
removal		of		the		cause		and		core		of		this		condition.	
	

"How 		does		it		work,		beloved?		It		works		by		the		action		of		rainbow 		rays		undulating		in	
currents,		coming		through		the		body,		and		therefore		also		transmuting		the		cause		and		core		of		the	
violation 		of		the		seven		chakras		and		the		causal		body.	
	

"Thus		these		rainbow 		rays		of		God		intensifying		will		produce		a		clockwise		spiral.		This,	
together		with		the		action		of		the		fiery		salamanders		and		the		action		of		violet		flame		calls		consuming	
the		cause		and		core		of		that		karma,		does		set		up		the		condition		whereby		there		can		be		a	
penetration		of		the		enemy		invaders		of		the		cells		themselves,		viruses		and		other		forms		of	
microscopic		attackers....	
	

"Thus		there 		is		no 		end 		to 		the 		ingenuity		of		Almighty		God 		or		to 		the 		X-rays		that		can 		be 		sent	
forth.		And 		these 		are 		not		as		physical		X-rays,		but		X-rays		of		God 		that		literally		do 		X 		out		the 		misuse 	
of		life		and		the		life		force		in		the		body		temple."27 
 
*As	a	spiritual	tool,	invoking	the	fiery	salamanders	and	their	rainbow	rays	is	an	adjunct,	an	addition,	to	treatments	the	
individual	is	receiving	or	those	recommended	by	a	physician,	whether	chemotherapy,	radiation,	or	other	treatments.	The	
messengers	did	not	recommend	that	people	forgo	chemotherapy	and	radiation	when	prescribed	for	their	condition.	
	
	

2.		Call		to		the		Fire		Breath,		Djwal		Kul's		Breathing		Exercise,		and		Decree		50.02	
	

Cyclopea		and		Virginia		have		explained		that		the		light		is		the		ultimate		source		of		all		healing:	
	

"The		planet		is		a		conductor		of		all		that		is		upon		it		and		therefore		it		is		also		a		conductor		of	
the		light		of		the		sun		of		even		pressure		and		the		light		of		your		heart.		It		becomes		a		matter		of	
attunement		with		the		proper		wavelengths—to		take		from		it		the		healing,		healthful		light		and		to	
reject		the		negative		charge		of		hatred.	
	

"The		healing		currents		of		the		earth—the		light		of		Helios		in		the		planet—are		able		to		heal		all	
thy		diseases.		No		cancer		may		stand		in		the		face		of		this		light		when		it		is		accurately		transmitted	
through		the		body		through		the		'Call		to		the		Fire		Breath,'		through		Djwal		Kul's		Breathing		Exercise,	
through		the		mantra		'I		AM 		the		Resurrection		and		the		Life...'		and		through		the		decree		for		'Christ	
Wholeness,'		giving		the		command		to		the		atoms,		cells,		electrons		to		'Be		all		Light!'	
	

"Be		aware		of		yourselves		as		gaining		mastership,		even		adeptship		in		the		physical		octave.	
Be		aware		that		you		need		it.		Be		aware		that		you		must		concentrate		on		it		and		thereby		enter		into	
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communion		with		elementals		who		will		do		thy		bidding.	
	

"You		must		control		natural		forces		which		will		be		used		by		the		black		magicians		or		attempted	
to		be		used		against		you.		You		must		be		alert		to		changing		conditions		of		weather		or		changing	
vibrations		around		you.		You		must		be		alert		to		those		who		are		of		the		earth		earthy,		who		have		no	
Christ		consciousness		or		soul,		who		are		the		godless,		who		recite		the		words		as		drones,		satanic	
formulas.		These		may		catch		you		off		guard		unless		you		remember		to		elevate		your		consciousness	
firmly		in 		the 		heart		of		your		Christ		Self		each 		day."28 	
	

3.		Saint		Germain's 		Formula 		for		Conquering 		Cancer		and 		Death 	
	

Saint		Germain		has		spoken		of		cancer		and		the		conquering		of		death		in		our		cells		and		atoms:	
	
"Speak 		to 		the 		viral		attacks 		upon 		you 		that		come 		as 		AIDS 		or		cancer		and 		say:		'Thus 		far		and 	

no		farther!		You		have		no		power		over		me!		Now 		get		thee		hence		out		of		my		temple!		For		where	
I		AM,		there 		is		the 		flame 		of		God,		and 		I		consecrate 		in 		his		name 		this		temple 		to 		be 		the 		temple 		of	
the		Lord's		Spirit.'	
	

"Thus,		beloved		ones,		take		up		the		decree		written		down		long		ago		by		the		messenger		Mark	
Prophet		and		command,		'O 		atoms,		cells,		electrons		within		this		form 		of		mine...!'		[Decree		50.02,	
"Christ		Wholeness"]	
	

"Thus,		beloved,		command		them 		to		'be		all		Light!'		Then		visualize		the		sun		in		the		center		of	
every		atom 		and		molecule,		especially		where		there		is		the		report		to		you		of		that		terminal		disease.	
Command		the		light,		dispel		the		darkness,		and		take,		oh,		take,		beloved,		my		gift		to		you		of		the		violet	
flame."29	
	
	
	
4.		The		Mantras		of		the		Five		Dhyani		Buddhas	
	

The		messenger		spoke		of		using		the		mantras		of		the		Five		Dhyani		Buddhas		to		strengthen	
the 		atoms		and 		cells		against		diseases		and 		cancers:	
	

"These		five		secret-ray		mantras		that		I		have		given		you*		are		the		keys		to		the		containment	
and		the		control		of		nuclear		energy.		The		misuse		of		nuclear		energy		is		the		misuse		of		the		five		secret	
rays		and		the		principles		of		the		Five		Dhyani		Buddhas.		If		you		allow 		these		mantras		to		sing		through	
you,		to		dance		through		you,		to		sound		through		you,		you		will		begin		the		great		strengthening		of		the	
chakras,		of		the		nucleus		of		every		atom 		and		cell		of		your		being,		strengthening		the		light		against	
diseases,		last		plagues,		cancers,		AIDS 		and		so		forth,		against		the		mind		manipulation		of		aliens		and	
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the		misuse		of		energy....	
	

"They		are		truly		indispensable,		for		as		you		know 		there		is		a		white-fire		core		to		every		one		of	
the 		seven 		rays,		and 		the 		nucleus 		of		Alpha 		and 		Omega 		in 		the 		center		of		the 		seven 		rays 		is 		always 	
sealed 		in 		the 		five 		sheaths		of		the 		five 		secret		rays."30 
 
*Om		Vairochana		Om;		Om		Akshobhya		Hum;		Om		Ratnasambhava		Tram;		Om		Amitabha		Hrih;		Om		Amoghasiddhi		Ah	
	
	

5.		The		Mantle		of		Hilarion	
	

Mother		said:		"I		have		a		list		of		things		that		can		help		you		be		the		instrument		of		the		healing		of	
yourself		and 		loved 		ones.		These 		are 		things		that		you 		need 		to 		do 		every		day		if		you 		want		to 	
surround		yourself		with		the		garments		of		healing		of		the		beloved		Hilarion.		[These		are		listed		in		the	
sections		that		follow.]		Remember		to		reread		the		story		of		Hilarion,		who		was		the		final		embodiment	
of		the		apostle		Paul.		He		had		tremendous		gifts		of		healing.		He		would		run		to		the		desert		and		hide	
and		thousands		of		people		would		follow 		him 		to		be		healed."	
	

She		related		the		following		miracle:		"There		was		this		great		storm 		coming		and		great		high	
waves.		The		people		dragged		Hilarion		down		to		the		shore		and		propped		him 		up		there.		[He	
stretched		out		his		hands		against		the		waves,]		and		the		waves		came		and		they		stopped		midair		and	
went		back		in		the		other		direction.		This		is		really		the		gift		of		healing.		Sometimes		it		takes	
embodiments		to		get		to		that		level		of		proficiency,		but		there's		no		time		like		the		present		to		begin."31	
	

6.		Decree		10.14,		Beloved		Mighty		Astrea	
	

"The		first		thing		that		you		need		do		every		day		when		you		want		to		be		an		instrument		of	
healing		is		10.14,		the		'Decree		to		Beloved		Mighty		Astrea.'...		When		you		keep		yourself		clean		as		a	
whistle		with		Mighty		Astrea's		circle		and		sword		of		blue		flame,		you're		not		picking		up		and		gathering	
to		yourself		like		static		electricity		demons		and		lower		spirits.		It's		very,		very		important.		You		have		to	
keep		that		aura		clean		every		day.		And		when		you		carry		Light,		there		are		always		lesser		and		greater	
demons		that		want		to		destroy		you		and		put		you		off		the		Path.		So		the		circle		and		sword		of		Astrea		is	
absolutely		essential."32	
	

7.		Fifth-Ray		Decrees,		Including		50.00		to		Pallas		Athena		and		50.05		to		Cyclopea	
	

"We 		have 		decrees 		and 		songs 		to 		the 		hierarchy 		of		the 		Fifth 		Ray.		The 		Fifth 		Ray 		is 		the 		ray 		of	
healing.		And		these		include		healing		decrees;		the		decree		to		Pallas		Athena,		which		is		in		the		green	
section,		and		the		decree		to		Cyclopea."33	
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8.	 Decrees		to		Archangel		Michael	
	

"Then		there		are		decrees		to		Archangel		Michael.		Early		Christians		revered		Archangel	
Michael		as		the		heavenly		physician.		The		Archangel		Michael		decrees		are		the		first		decrees		I		give	
when		I		start		my		own		private		session		following		the		'Tube		of		Light.'		I		always		want		to		be		one		with	
Archangel		Michael.		I		put		a		lot		of		power		and		energy		in		my		'Tube		of		Light'		and		in		my		Archangel	
Michael		decrees		because		I		know 		that		it's		up		to		me		to		build		a		stairway		to		the		octaves		of		Light	
that		are		native		to		Archangel		Michael.		I		must		reach		him 		with		my		calls.		I		must		carve		a		funnel	
through		the		astral		plane		so		that		he		is		solidly		locked		into		my		body.		I		would		consider		it		folly		for	
you		not		to		begin		every		day		with		calls		to		Archangel		Michael.	
	

"We		have		the		Archangel		Michael		decree		and		song		CD.		We		have		published		it		in		a		slower	
version		...			 that		is		good		for		new 		students		as		well		as		for		children.		And		then		there's		Archangel	
Michael's		Rosary	for		Armageddon,		which 		we 		have 		in 		a 		fast		and 		a 		slow 		version.		These 		are 		very	
powerful		and		your		first		duty		to		God		is		to		have		a		forcefield		of		protection		around		you.		God		cannot	
reward		you		with		healing		powers		if		you		are		not		solidly		in		your		tower,		your		pillar		of		fire,		every	
day."34 	
	

9.	 "Watch		With		Me,"		Jesus		Vigil		of		the		Hours	
	

"Jesus		always		places		his		Electronic		Presence		with		you		whenever		you		give		that		Watch.		It	
is		a 		love 		communion 		with 		Jesus		and 		you 		open 		yourself		to 		h im 		to 		heal		you 		and 		others.		The 	
Watch		is		something		you		give		for		loved		ones		who		are		ill		or		who		have		had		accidents.		Instead		of	
pacing		the		floor		outside		the		emergency		room,		you		go		to		your		car		and		you		give		the		Watch		and	
you 		come 		into 		oneness		with 		Jesus."35 	
	
10.		Sanctissima	
	

"The		songs		to		Mother		Mary,		to		Jesus,		to		Raphael,		and		so		forth		on		our		Sanctissima	
recording		are		very		important.		They		carry		the		light		of		higher		octaves		and		are		in		themselves	
instruments		of		healing,		as		are		the		Scriptural		Rosaries		for		the		New 		Age		and		the		recording		of		the	
	
	
'Novena 		Prayer		to 		Our		Lady		of		Good 		Remedy.'		And 		then 		if		you 		want		to 		do 		a 		search 		on 		the 	
teachings		of		healing,		go		through		all		of		our		published		works		and		pick		out		the		teachings		on	
healing		that		have		come		from 		all		the		ascended		masters."36	
	

11.		Faith,		Acceptance		and		Gratitude	
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_	 (namethe		body		part	 affected)_	 !
	 Burn		throughinto		everyheartnow	 and

the

	

	
"On		his		way		to		Jerusalem,		Jesus		met		ten		lepers		and		he		healed		them.		Only		one		returned	

to		thank		him 		and		'with		a		loud		voice		glorified		God.'		Jesus		said,		'Were		there		not		ten		cleansed?		But	
where		are		the		nine?'		And		he		said		unto		him,		'Arise,		go		thy		way:		thy		faith		hath		made		thee		whole.'	
	

"The		teaching		that		Jesus		gave		me		on		this		passage		is		that		gratitude		permanently		anchors	
our		healing,		not		only		in		this		life		but		in		future		lifetimes.		Your		acceptance		and		your		gratitude		for	
your		healing		before		it		even		manifests		in		your		physical		body		actually		causes		that		healing		to		cycle	
into		the		physical		body.		So		you		use		the		Healing		Thoughtform 		that		is		illustrated		in		our		Science		of	
the		Spoken		Word		book.		You		visualize		that		Healing		Thoughtform 		over		the		condition		and		see		the	
organ,		the		part		of		the		body,		fully		restored.	
	

"Some		of		us		are		already		healed		at		the		etheric		level		of		the		burdens		we're		carrying		around	
us		today.		Think		about		that.		But		we		haven't		accepted		it.		We		haven't		given		praise		for		it.		We	
haven't		expressed		our		gratitude		ahead		of		time.		We		need		to		accept		our		healing		and		work		on		our	
psychology		so		that		we		can		let		go		of		our		infirmities.		It's		faith,		acceptance		and		gratitude		that		are	
the		keys		to		making		the		acts		of		God		permanent		in		our		lives—faith,		acceptance,		and		gratitude."37	
	

12.		Mother's		Mantle		for		Healing	
	

Finally,		Mother		also		gave		the		following		instruction		to		her		chelas		who		would		write		to		her	
about		cancer:		"As		you		know,		the		daily		use		of		the		science		of		the		spoken		Word		can		truly		make		all	
the		difference		in		our		lives		and		be		the		key		to		unlocking		our		divine		potential.		It		is		the		call		that	
makes		the		difference.		It		doesn't		have		to		necessarily		be		my		call."38	
	

Mother		told		us		that		we		may		call		for		her		mantle		to		be		supportive		of		our		own		calls	
according		to		the		will		of		God.		Call		specifically		for		Mother's		healing		mantle		from 		Archangel	
Gabriel		to		be		upon		you.	
	

13.		Invocation		for		the		Exorcism 		of		Demons		and		Discarnates		of		Cancer	
	

Howbeit		this		kind		goeth		not		out		but		by		prayer		and	fasting.		(Matt.		17:21)	
	

Beloved		Mighty		I		AM		Presence		from		the		heart		of		God,		we		command		the		sacred		fire to	
descend		as		the		full		power		of		the		Holy		Ghost		to		now 		exorcise		the		demons		and		discarnates	
focalizing		cancer		in		the		body		of	 _	 and		all	 other	 Keepers the	 Flame	
	

Blaze		the		Light		of		the		transfiguration!		Burn		through,		O		living		sacred		fire!		Bind		the	
demons		and		discarnates		of		cancer!		Bind		the		virus		and		every		cause		and		core		in		all		planes		of	
consciousness!	
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of	

	
Burn 		through 		and 		bind 		the 		cause 		and 		core 		of		that		disease!		Burn 		through 		and 		let		God's	

transfiguring		Light		expand		within		the		temple		and	(name the		body		part)	
	 Burn	through, holy		Light!	
	

Legions		of		healing		angels,		angels		of		the		transfiguration,		we		welcome		thee.		Beloved	
angels		of		the		Holy		Spirit,		angels		of		the		Blessed		Virgin		Mary,		come		now		into		the		temple		of		being.	
Come		now		into		the		homes		of		those		who		are		burdened		with		this		disease		of		cancer.	
	

Bind		the		very		cause		and		core		of		it!		Bind		it		now,		mighty		archangels		of		the		Lord!		Blaze		the	
Light		through!		We		demand		the		binding		and		the		exorcism		of		cancer		from		the		physical		body,		the	
emotional		body,		the		mental		body,		and		the		memory		body—and		from		the		memory		of		the		cells!	
	

Burn		through,		and		therefore		let		the		healing		Light		replace		now		all		that		is		damaged		in		the	Light!	
	

In		the		name		of		Jesus,		we		say:	
	

Light		expand!		Light		expand!	
Light		expand,		expand,		expand!	
Light		I		AM!		Light		I		AM!	
Light		I		AM,		I		AM,		IAM!(9x)	
	

In		the		name		of		Jesus		Christ,		I		command		the		transfiguring		Light		of		God		that		never		fails:	
Descend		now!		Burn		through!		Heal		now		these		four		lower		bodies		of	 _	 and		all	
Keepers		of		the		Flame		who		so		call!	
	

Burn		through,		O		living		Light		of		the		Word.		From		the		heart		of		Brahman,		Descend!		Beloved	
Father,		show		forth		thy		grace,		according		to		thy		Law		of		Love,		according		to		the		law		of		wholeness!	
Violet-flame		angels,		now		transmute		the		cause		and		core		of		these		conditions		in		each		and		every	
Keeper		of		the		Flame.	
	

Blaze		the		light		of		Archangel		Michael!		Beloved		Archangel		Michael,		raise		your		sword		of	
blue		flame		and		cut		out		the		very		cause		and		core		of		that		disease		in		the		finer		bodies		before		it		does	
manifest.		Burn		through		and		let		the		blazing		light		of		freedom		and		the		power		of		the		resurrection	
now		restore		and		make		whole		that		which		is		injured		by		this		condition!	
	
	

In 		the 		name 		of		Jesus,		we 		say:		I		AM 		the 		resurrection 		and 		the 		life 		of		every		cell		and 		atom 		of	
my		four		lower		bodies		now 		made		manifest!		(5x)	
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In 		the 		name 		of		the 		Father		and 		of		the 		Son 		and 		of		the 		Holy 		Spirit,		in 		the 		name 		of		the 	
Mother,		I		accept		it		done		this		hour		in		the		full		power		of		the		transfiguration		of		Jesus		Christ!	
Amen.39 	
	
An		Integrated		Approach		to		Healing	

Cancer		is		a		serious		problem 		in		these		times.		Statistics		show 		that		one		in		four		people		will	
face 		cancer		at		some 		time 		in 		their		life.		The 		masters		have 		spoken 		of		it		as		one 		of		the 		last		plagues	
that		are		poured		out		on		the		earth		in		these		end		times.	
	

Saint		Paul		tells		us		that		the		"last		enemy"		that		must		be		overcome		is		death.		It		is		possible		to	
defeat		our		negative		karma		and		all		the		forces		of		darkness		behind		cancer.		This		is		a		spiritual		battle	
as		well		as		a 		physical		one.		The 		masters		have 		given 		us		the 		spiritual		tools		to 		meet		this		challenge,	
and		they		have		released		to		us		all		the		advances		of		modern		medicine		to		deal		with		this		physically.	
Along		with		these,		we		have		diet		and		many		complementary		therapies		and		mind-body		medicine		to	
assist		in		healing,		in		strengthening		the		immune		system 		and		in		minimizing		the		side		effects		of	
treatment.		All		of		these		are		important		elements		in		an		integrated		approach		to		healing.	
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Additional		Resources 	
	

Audios	
•		Archangel		Michael's		Rosary	for	Armageddon	
devotional-,		intermediate-		and		advanced-pace		versions	
CD.		Booklets		available		separately.	
	
•		Devotions,		Decrees		and		Spirited		Songs		to		Archangel		Michael	
devotional		pace,		CD		with		booklet		of		words.	
	
•		Songs		and		Decrees		to		Archangel		Michael	
intermediate		pace,		2		CDs		with		booklet		of		words.	
	
•		Sanctissima:		Music	for		World		Peace	
CD		with		booklet		of		words		to		songs.	
	
•		Watch		With		Me:	Jesus'		Vigil		of	the		Hours	
CD.		44-page		booklet		available		separately.	
	
Books	
•		Hilarion		the		Healer:		The		Apostle		Paul		Reborn,		pocket		guide.	
	
	
Available		at		the		online		bookstore		at		www.TSL.org	
or		by		calling		1-800-245-5445		•		internationals,		call		406-848-9500.	


